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ABSTRACT

Computer vision has developed rapidly in recent years. One po-
tential application is detection of road damage. In this paper we
consider the use of image recognition with transfer learning to
detect road cracks in Amsterdam with weakly labelled data. While
computer vision models have been shown to be effective at detect-
ing damage when trained on annotated data, we combine manual
inspection data, found at the road-level, with multiple panoramic
street images per road. With weakly labelled data, there are a num-
ber of ways to introduce more contextual information for model
training. We consider different forms of transfer learning including
Region-of-Interest (ROI) masks, pre-training and stacked networks
as ways to mitigate visual noise. We draw from research in medi-
cal imagery to consider a stacked architecture which uses a fully
convolutional neural network (CNN) trained on annotated exam-
ples of cracks to produce dense prediction maps from unannotated
panoramas, passed to a second CNN. Through an experimental pro-
cess, we show some potential for the use of ROI-masks and stacked
networks with weakly labelled data, as well as the limitations and
difficulties of these approaches.

KEYWORDS: computer vision, convolutional neural networks,
deep learning, image recognition, road condition monitoring, trans-
fer learning, stacked networks, region-of-interest masks

1 INTRODUCTION

Rapid expansion in computer vision and availability of street-level
imagery has opened the door to many implementations of street-
level image classification, segmentation and object detection. In
this paper, we test the efficacy of context-aware stacked networks
for image classification using street-level panoramas labelled at the
road-level. Using stacked networks, we hope to learn both global
contextual and localised features of the panoramas to enable crack
detection.

Most current approaches to computer vision rely on Convolu-
tional Neural Networks (CNN) [1]. CNNs have significantly im-
proved the effectiveness of image recognition in recent years and
are now dominant in the field. In 2020, all of the highest scoring
proposals for the Global Road Damage Detection Challenge utilised
CNNs in some form [2]. These CNNs typically propose bounding
boxes and classifications in either one or two stages [3]. However,
using CNNs for localisation generally requires large volumes of
training data with road damage annotated image-by-image.

In Amsterdam’s case, training data is labelled at the road-level
with varying numbers of panoramic images per road (from 1 to 172
- see Appendix A). Each image may or may not include the damage
which corresponds to the road-level label, making this task a form
of weak supervision.

There are many approaches to the problem of weak or limited
labels, including transfer learning, feature extraction and unsuper-
vised learning. In our case, the problem is compounded by the fact
that road damage detection is a form of fine-grained classification -
that is, we are seeking to classify whole images on the basis of very
small regions of visual distinction, with high intra-class and low
inter-class variation [4, 5].

We draw from existing learning using pre-trained models to
make context-aware networks which can identify regions of inter-
est for crack detection. This approach is inspired by the work of
Bejnordi et al. [6] in medical imagery and Wang et al. [7] in fine-
grained categorisation, as well research using weakly annotated
videos [8, 9].

We experiment with different forms of transfer learning. This
includes models trained on known images of road cracks, from the
Global Road Damage Detection Challenge (GRDDC) dataset, either
in one network with frozen parameters or as part of a stacked net-
work [2, 10]. We also experiment with the use of region-of-interest
(ROI) masks, generated by a pre-trained segmentation model, to
remove non-road pixels.

Stacked networks are formed from two CNNs [6]. The first is
trained on small, high-resolution image segments to detect local
instances of a class. This network is applied to larger input images to
produce dense prediction maps. Dense prediction maps are passed
to a second CNN, which learns patterns of global distribution of
the class, and outputs an image-level classification.

The research question we seek to address is:

Can context-aware stacked neural networks effectively classify
weakly labelled images?

This research has implications for the use of image recognition
across many domains. Current methods for inspecting road surfaces
are slow, labour-intensive, expensive and subjective. The City of
Amsterdam alone is responsible for almost 2,000km of road surfaces,
which are manually inspected annually [11]. Image recognition
with street-level imagery has the potential to expedite this process,
especially in cities such as Amsterdam which regularly collect
street-level panoramic images [12].

Beyond road damage, these techniques are relevant to fine-grained
image classification problems involving street-level imagery, for
example detecting facade damage or graffiti. Although for the pur-
poses of this paper we have focused on binary classification, similar
architectures could be explored for multi-class problems.

2 RELATED RESEARCH

In this section, we review some developments in the broader field
of computer vision before focusing on methods relevant to this
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project in semantic segmentation, fine-grained image classification,
and the use of transfer learning - specifically stacked CNNs - for
road damage detection.

The application of machine learning techniques to visual data is
one of the most rapidly growing areas of artificial intelligence. With
greater computing power, increased volumes of labelled visual data,
and more sophisticated machine learning techniques, computer
vision has become both more effective and more accessible [1, 13,
14].

Alongside the increased use of computer vision is the growth
of street-level imagery. This has facilitated research from house
number recognition, to mapping architectural correspondences,
to predicting election results by frequency of car models [15–17].
Increased street-level imagery has been critical for the development
of autonomous driving, which has particularly relied on computer
vision techniques such as object detection and semantic segmenta-
tion [18–20].

2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Recent image recognition projects overwhelmingly rely on CNNs
[1]. CNNs are multi-layered artificial neural networks in which
images are inputted as matrices of colour values. These matrices
typically pass through matrix transformations (convolutions) and
activation functions to simplify the image into recognisable pat-
terns, known as feature representations, before linear layers are
used to return the predicted class [15, 21, 22]. CNNs have proven
to be very effective for a number of purposes, including image
classification, object detection and pixel-level segmentation [1, 23].

Since the late 20th century, there have been rapid advances in
the use of CNNs. Prominent innovations include the use of gradient
descent backpropagation by LeCun et al. [24], with LeNet used to
identify handwritten numbers; the move towards GPU processing
suggested by Steinkraus et al. [13]; and the use of Rectified Linear
Units as part of a deeper neural network suggested by Krizhevsky
et al. [25]. Since 2012, deep CNNs have become the gold standard
for image classification problems and progress has continued, as
demonstrated in the annual ImageNet Challenge [14, 26]. In 2016,
He et al. [27] introduced ResNet, utilising batch normalisation and
crucially skip connections to allow for residual learning and even
deeper networks.

2.2 Semantic Segmentation

Semantic segmentation is a key technique within computer vision,
especially with regard to street-level images.

Similar to other computer vision problems, deep learning has be-
come dominant in the semantic segmentation field in recent years
[28]. Shelhamer et al. [23] proposed the Fully Convolutional Net-
work (FCN) in 2015, utilising convolutions and skip connections
to produce detailed segmentation outputs based on both deep se-
mantic and local features. Other innovations have included trying
to incorporate global context by various means, such as context
vectors or conditional random fields, and using encoder-decoder
methods to deconvolve convolutional layers [29–32].

One of the most important drivers of innovation for street-scene
segmentation has been the development of autonomous driving

[20, 32]. Many of thesemodels are trained on increasingly expansive
training data such as the CityScapes or COCO datasets [33, 34].

2.3 Fine-Grained Classification

While image classification and semantic segmentation have been
shown to be highly effective, an additional longstanding challenge
in computer vision is fine-grained classification [4, 5]. Fine-grained
classification involves classifying images not only based on in-
stances of high-level classes but also subordinate-level categories
such as breed of dogs, model of car, or damage to surfaces. This
poses unique difficulties because of high intra-class variation and
low inter-class variation [4, 5].

Proposed solutions often include some form of localisation which
is used to direct attention to visually discriminating elements of
images. Wang et al. [7], for example, leverage the other labels in
subordinate-level objects’ ontology trees to train a series of clas-
sifiers at different levels of granularity. These networks combine
information from each level of granularity to segment images by
high-level class as well as subordinate-level discriminative features.

For road damage detection, many of the highest scoring entries in
the GRDDC take a two-stage approach similar to this, using R-CNN
or Faster R-CNN for region proposal, sometimes combined with
road segmentation [2]. Others, including the winning entry, take
a one-stage approach, using an Ultralytics-YOLO (You Only Look
Once) architecture [35]. YOLO works by dividing images into a grid
and predicting boundary boxes with confidence scores centred on
each grid square, in a single network [3, 36].

Unlike themultiple granularity approach taken byWang et al. [7],
these road damage detection techniques require annotated training
data. They also perform best when applied to images in which road
surfaces form a large proportion of the total image - that is, when
variation in the higher class is limited.

2.4 Stacked Networks

One novel approach to fine-grained classification is the idea of
stacked CNNs proposed by Bejnordi et al. [6]. Their domain is
medical imagery, particularly the detection of breast carcinomas.
In this case, the higher level class is tumours, which are relatively
easy to detect by their structure. The subordinate class is whether
the tumour is malignant, which can be identified using cellular
information. However, the size of image required to include both
structural and cellular information is too large to take the parallel
approach proposed by Wang et al. [7].

Stacked CNNs resolve this problem by training the model in two
stages. The first stage is to train a fully convolutional classifier for
the subordinate class with high resolution image segments. The
second is to train a classifier using dense prediction maps produced
by running the first convolutional model across full sized images.
In this way, the global structure of different cells could be learned
across the images with much lower computational cost.

This approach builds on Bejnordi et al. [37]’s earlier technique,
segmenting medical imagery by pixel similarity before individually
classifying the segments. A similar method by Li et al. [38] has also
proven to be effective for detecting and classifying road markings.
Using segmentation to propose ROIs is another way to provide
further contextual information [39, 40].
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3 METHODS

To address the problem of using image recognition to identify
road cracks without annotated images, we develop a context-aware
stacked architecture. Our approach draws from experience from
other domains, especially medical computer vision [6]. We hope
that by introducing contextual information through the stacked
architecture and ROI masks, we can overcome some of the problems
of weakly labelled data.

While GRDDC results suggest that road damage detection can
be effective on images with relatively low variation in high-level
classes (roads), we hope our model will be effective in images with
high variation in both high-level (road) and subordinate (cracking)
classes, as seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Street-level Panorama from Amsterdam

3.1 ResNet

For all of the models trained, we use ResNet-34 as the backbone
[27]. The ResNet architecture has a number of innovations which
make it well suited to our problem, including batch normalisation
and skip connections.

Batch normalisation works by reducing internal covariate shift
(the effect of changing distributions of inputs between each layer) to
decrease training times [41]. Batch normalisation is applied to acti-
vation functions in the network so that mini-batches are normalised
and therefore there is lower variation for backpropagation, allowing
higher learning rates. This in turn allows for deeper networks.

As well as passing the output of each layer to the next, ResNet
uses "skip connections" to pass the identity of the previous input
to later layers. This solves the problem of degradation in very deep
networks because once degradation occurs the model can rely on
the identity of earlier inputs. This means ResNet can include a very
high number of layers without degradation occurring. He et al. [27]
define a building block as:

y = F (x, {𝑊𝑖 }) + x.

Where x and y are the input and output vectors of the layer
considered.

ResNet is also well suited to our architecture because it is fully
convolutional until the final layers. This means the model can easily
be adapted for our stacked network and convolutional layers can
be used to produce a dense prediction map for input images of any
size.

3.2 Stacked CNN

The primary contribution of this paper is the consideration of
stacked CNNs. This architecture is inspired by the work of Bejnordi
et al. [6] and Wang et al. [7] and is used to create a context-aware
network which can identify damage using both the local features
of image segments and the global features of the panorama.

This architecture is chosen because road damage in street-level
images is challenging for a single CNN to classify. Firstly, there
is high variation in the high-level classes included (cars, people,
vehicles, buildings etc) in each image. Secondly, there is high intra-
class variation in subordinate classes. Cracks take many forms and
vary by road surface type, position, direction, etc. Finally, there is
low inter-class variation. Cracks may be visually similar to other
objects, such as antennae, natural debris or pavement joints.

For these reasons, it is necessary to train a first CNNwith known
examples of road cracks before considering larger unannotated
images. The stacked CNN is intended to learn the local features
of road cracks, from high resolution image segments, and apply
this across the larger images to learn global contextual features.
By pre-training the first model, the convolutional layers can be
applied across the larger image to produce a dense prediction map
without calculating gradients. This means the stacked network
can take much larger images without becoming computationally
overburdened.

The stacked CNN is trained in two distinct stages. The structure
is summarised in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Stacked Network Structure

3.2.1 Local Image Segments. A ResNet-34 CNN is first trained on
small image segments, taken from the GRDDC dataset [2, 10]. 16,832
200 × 200 image segments are cropped from the GRDDC set, either
centred on the annotated road cracks, or from a random location in
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(a) Czechia - 0 (b) India - 0 (c) Japan - 1

Figure 3: Examples of Image Segments with Target Classes

Segment Input Panorama Input
Layer 224 × 224 × 64 4000 × 2000 × 64
conv1 112 × 112 × 3 2000 × 1000 × 3
conv2_x 56 × 56 × 64 1000 × 500 × 64
conv3_x 28 × 28 × 128 500 × 250 × 128
conv4_x 14 × 14 × 256 250 × 125 × 256
conv5_x 7 × 7 × 512 125 × 63 × 512
conv6 7 × 7 × 1 125 × 63 × 1
product 1 × 1
Table 1: ResNet-34 Output by Layer [27]

images which do not include damage (Figure 3). Cropped segments
are resized from 200×200 to 224×224 to fit the ResNet architecture
and augmented using horizontal flip, random optical distortion,
random brightness and contrast to create a training set of 50,496
images.

We replace the final, fully-connected layer of the ResNet CNN
with a 2D convolution which takes 7 × 7 × 512 as an input and
returns 7 × 7 × 1. Finally, a sigmoid activation is applied and the
product is used to predict the image-level probability of road cracks.
That is:

𝑀 = 𝑓 (𝑥)

𝑦 = 1 −
∏
𝑚∈𝑀

(1 −𝑚)

This method is applied, rather than taking the maximum, to
reduce the confidence of the model when applied across larger
images and to encourage the model to learn predictions of damage
which are quasi-independent.

3.2.2 Global Image Features. The fully convolutional layers of
the first CNN (trained on image segments) are then applied to
panoramic images. Because the panoramas are much larger (2000×
4000) than the image segments (224 × 224), this produces what is
effectively a dense prediction map output (125× 63, see Table 1 and
Figure 4b).

A second CNN is then trained using dense prediction maps. The
second CNN is intended to identify global features of the dense
prediction maps, such as the location of predicted damage and
the overall structure. For example, this might be recognising that
particular patterns of detected cracks ismore likely to be a pavement

joint, or that cracks in certain areas are more likely to be the car’s
antennae.

The second CNN is another adjusted ResNet-34 architecture. The
first 2D convolution of the model is replaced so that it takes 1 input
channel rather than 3, and returns the same output (112× 112× 64).
This allows the rest of the ResNet-34 structure to be retained. The
dense prediction maps are resized to 224 × 225 before being passed
to the second CNN.

3.3 Panoptic Segmentation

Another technique we experiment with to improve classification
is panoptic segmentation for ROI filtering. This is an attempt to
remove visual ’noise’ which may impede classification, however it
comes at the expense of potential loss of contextual information
[39].

Panoptic segmentation combines the tasks of semantic segmen-
tation and instance segmentation to give both pixel-wise semantic
segmentation and instance detection. In 2019, Kirillov et al. [42] in-
troduced Panoptic Feature Pyramid Networks using ResNet-101 as
a backbone (R101-FPN). R101-FPN uses the same Feature Pyramid
Network for both instance segmentation and semantic segmenta-
tion, scoring a mask average precision of 38.5% on the COCO test
set, a very high score despite being a relatively simple and fast
model [34].

We apply the pre-trained R101-FPN model on our training, val-
idation and test data. Visual assessment of a sample of images
suggests the model performs moderately well on panoramic images
of Amsterdam and the GRDDC dataset, although in a small number
of cases (around 2% of panoramas and 1% of GRDDC images) no
road surface is identified. This is usually either because there is
indeed no road surface, due to an error in data collection, or because
the road is mislabelled as ’dirt’ or ’pavement’.

Once road pixels have been identified, they are converted into a
boolean mask. This is multiplied by the original image to filter all
non-road surface pixels from the image (as can be seen in Figure
4c).

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To consider the use of these methods on real world data we address
the problem of road crack detection in the City of Amsterdam. This
means using weakly labelled data based on manual inspections
by municipality employees. We also compare with annotated data
from the GRDDC [10].

4.1 Data Collection

4.1.1 Manual Inspections. The source of road damage data in this
study is manual inspections conducted by the Amsterdam Roads
andMobility Department. Thesemanual inspections are undertaken
by domain experts along guidelines set out by CROW [43]. Data
is provided in the form of inspection-level classes linked to road-
section shapefiles. The data includes 23,919 inspections undertaken
on 11,112 separate stretches of asphalt road between January 2014
and February 2020.

Inspection-level data includes a unique road-section identifier,
the date of inspection, inspection notes and classes for 8 different
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(a) No Mask

(b) Prediction Map - No Mask

(c) Segmentation Mask

(d) Prediction Map - Segmentation Mask

Figure 4: Example of ROI Mask Used to Remove Non-Road

Pixels and Corresponding Prediction Maps

forms of road damage: transverse unevenness, unevenness, fray-
ing, edge damage, cracking, setting, joint filling and joint width.
Of these, we focus on the ’cracking’ class because it is the most
visually distinctive and can be directly compared with the cracking
class used in GRDDC data. In future we hope our methods will be
generalisable to multi-class problems.

Road section data includes corresponding unique road-section
identifiers, which link to inspections, as well as information on road

surface, colour, construction year, surface area, and road usage. The
coverage of inspection road sections is mapped in Appendix B.

4.1.2 Panoramic Images. Panoramic images of Amsterdam streets
are available from the City of Amsterdam [12]. Images of each street
are taken approximately annually at intervals of a few metres and
are available with metadata including the latitude and longitude,
timestamp, surface type, roll, pitch and heading. The images offer a
full 360◦ view of the street scene, as shown in Figure 1.

4.1.3 Combined Dataset. For each manual inspection, images were
requested from the Amsterdam panorama API taken before the
inspection within the road-section.

To improve the class balance of the dataset, we oversampled
cracked roads. For each inspection with no cracking, we requested
images from within 30 days before the inspection, within 100m of
the centre of the road-section, and from the first 100 API results. For
inspections of cracked roads, we requested images within 60 days
before the inspection, 500m from the centre of the road-section,
and from the first 200 API results. For each result of this query,
images with a latitude and longitudewithin the target road shapefile
were added to the dataset. While cracked roads made up 16.4% of
inspections, 28.7% of roads in the training set are cracked and 35.0%
of images were taken from cracked roads.

This resulted in a combined dataset of 36,447 images correspond-
ing to 2,117 inspections. Multiple images are available for each
inspection (see Appendix A) meaning that coverage of the damage
detected by the manual inspection is more likely. However, this
means the data is noisy, with many images of damaged roads in-
cluding no visual evidence of damage. The 36,447 image locations
are visualised in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Locations of 36,447 panoramic images of Amster-

dam roads, overlaid on satellite images from Google Maps

[44]

4.1.4 International Road Damage Dataset. Alongside panoramas
of Amsterdam, we utilise images of road surfaces collected from
Czechia, India and Japan as part of the Global Road Damage Detec-
tion Challenge (GRDDC) [2, 10, 45]. Labels are provided in the form
of bounding box coordinates and labels for instances of different
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types of damage in each image. The dataset includes 26,620 square
images, most of which are 600 × 600 pixels.

4.2 Model Selection

In order to train and evaluate crack detection models, the datasets
are split randomly into train, validation and blind test sets, of
size 80%, 10%, 10% respectively. For the Amsterdam data we used
grouped cross-validation, splitting the data by road so that no
stretch of road appears in two different sets. This is because there
may be group dependencies by road, misleading the classifier and
resulting in unrepresentative evaluation scores. All three of the sets
are imbalanced, with 28-33% of roads featuring cracks (Appendix
C).

All of the models are trained using Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE)
Loss as a pseudo evaluation metric. For image segment models,
forming the first part of the stacked CNNs, models are selected by
their validation BCE Loss. This is to ensure that the best calibrated
outputs are produced and passed to the second CNN.

For all other models, selection is done by image-level F1 score
on the validation set.

4.3 Road-Level Aggregation

Because the panoramic data is weakly labelled, withmultiple panora-
mas for each road section considered, damage is unlikely to be
evenly distributed across the panoramas. At the training stage, we
simply propagate the road-level labels onto the images. However,
in evaluation it is more relevant to consider road-level predictions,
which can be compared to the ground truth.

In manual inspections, a road section is marked as ’cracked’ if
cracking appears at any point within that section. To emulate this
process, we use the ’MAX’ voting method - taking the maximum
predicted probability of road cracks of all images per road. If a crack
is present in one image, the section is predicted to include at least
one crack, so the whole section is labelled as cracked. Although
there is a risk of this voting method being too sensitive - leading to
false positives - it is the choice which best reflects data collection.

Learned voting methods are beyond the scope of this paper. Of
the fixed voting methods, mean, median and majority all contain an
implicit assumption that instances of a class are evenly distributed
across inputs, which is not always the case. The product rule is less
effective in the presence of correlated errors, which are likely in
our case [46]. In practice, this distinction makes little difference,
with all of the fixed voting methods achieving similar scores when
using a scale-invariant metric during validation.

4.4 Evaluation

4.4.1 F1-Score. We use F1-score for road-level and image-level
evaluation because it incorporates both the precision and recall of
predictions. This is useful because there is often a trade-off between
the two. The F1-score is designed to include both, such that a model
with high recall and high precision scores highest. The formula for
F1-score is:

𝐹1 = 2 ∗ (𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
(𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

Where:

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒

4.4.2 ROC Curve and AUC. In addition to F1 scores, receiver op-
erating characteristic (ROC) curves can allow us to consider the
effectiveness of classifiers at different classification thresholds. This
is useful in our case, particularly with road-level predictions, be-
cause while probabilities may be well calibrated at the image-level,
they are unlikely to be well-calibrated after MAX voting has taken
place at the road-level. When paired with AUC (area under the
curve) scores, the ROC curve can be used to consider classifiers in
a scale and threshold invariant way, meaning calibration of scores
is not necessary.

4.5 Baselines

For comparability, we train a baseline model by which we can
measure improvements. This baseline model uses the ResNet-34 ar-
chitecture and is initialised with pre-trained weights from training
on the ImageNet dataset [25, 27]. The final layer of this CNN is a
fully connected layer with 512 inputs and 1 output, followed by a
sigmoid transformation.

4.5.1 State of the Art Comparison. We also compare our results
with completely pre-trained models from the Global Road Damage
Detection Competition [2].

We applied IMSC’s winning model to the Amsterdam test set.
Thismodel takes an ensemble learning approach relying onUltralytics-
YOLOv5 as a backbone [35]. Panoramas were resized to 640 × 640
and we used the model with a threshold of 0.22 (the optimal thresh-
old on GRDDC data) to create road-level predictions, taking the
prediction of cracks in any image as a road-level prediction of
cracking.

For the GRDDC test set, we used the IMSC architecture again,
but this time trained on our GRDDC training set, to avoid testing
on already-seen data. In this case, the model did not use ensemble
predictions but was a single network initialised with YOLO-v5
weights and trained with batch size 16 on 640 × 640 images with
default hyper-parameters. Images were classified at the image-level
based on whether damage was detected with threshold 0.22.

4.5.2 Pre-trained Model. To evaluate the importance of weight ini-
tialisation and pre-training, we also train models with Amsterdam
training data which have been pre-trained on GRDDC data. We
take the same ResNet-34 architecture used for the baseline, this
time trained on known instances of road damage from the GRDDC
set, and freeze the first 20 parameters. All remaining parameters are
adjusted for Amsterdam data. This approach is consistent with the
use of transfer learning from across a broad range of computer vi-
sion problems, including road damage detection with international
transfer learning [45, 47, 48].
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(a) Czechia - 0 (b) India - 0 (c) Japan - 1

Figure 6: Examples of Image Segments (from Figure 3) with

Target Classes After ROI Mask Applied

4.6 Experiments

To consider the performance of the methods discussed above, we
experiment by training and testing 12 models. This includes base-
line, pre-trained, state-of-the-art and stacked architectures, with
and without ROI masks.

Five models are tested on GRDDC data, for which image-level
predictions are used to calculate evaluationmetrics (accuracy, recall,
precision and F1) with a threshold of 0.5.

Seven models are tested on Amsterdam data, with road-level
predictions calculated by the MAX image-level prediction per road
(see 4.3). These predictions are used to calculate accuracy, precision,
recall and F1 scores with a threshold of 0.5, as well as AUC which
is scale and threshold invariant (see 4.4.2).

5 RESULTS

Results for all of the models tested on blind test sets are set out in
Tables 3 and 4.

5.1 Image Segment Models

For the two stacked networks, two models are trained using image
segments from the GRDDC annotated data. These models both use
ResNet-34 architectures, which have been slightly adapted so that
the fully-connected final layer is replaced with a 2D convolution,
meaning the model is fully convolutional. The results are reported
in Table 2.

The first is trained using segments of GRDDC images (Figure
3), either from a random crop or centred on an annotated example
of a road crack. The second is trained using segments of GRDDC
images which have already had an ROI mask applied to exclude
non-road surface pixels (Figure 6).

5.2 Amsterdam Test Set

The Amsterdam test set proved challenging for all of the models
(Table 3). No model had a higher F1 score than 0.510 or AUC than
0.665, indicating that they were not much of an improvement over
a random prediction.

To a certain extent, low F1 scores are to be expected due to to
the combination of weak labels and aggregation. The models are
trained on data in which all images on a cracked road are labelled
as cracked meaning the model is likely to be oversensitive. Then,
in aggregation, the maximum prediction is taken per road, so the
poorly calibrated image-level predictions result in a high number
of false positives. This explains why all of the experiments result

in much higher recall scores than precision - the models are too
sensitive. For this reason, a scale invariant measure such as AUC
(see 5.2.1) is more appropriate.

Similarly, accuracy scores for all of the models are low. This is
partly because of the same sensitivity issue outlined above, and
partly because of the imbalance of the test set (Appendix C). With
an imbalanced set, a high accuracy score could be achieved simply
by assigning the majority class. In our case, this is a poor measure
of model efficacy.

The best performing model on the Amsterdam test set by AUC
was the Stacked Network applied with an ROI mask. The next best
performing model was the ResNet-34 pre-trained on GRDDC data,
which outperformed the stacked network without a mask.

Figure 7: ROC Curves for Amsterdam Test Set

5.2.1 ROC Curves. On the ROC curve plot we can see the best
performing model (Stacked Network with ROI Mask) plotted in
blue, compared to the other four models in black as well as a ’no
skill’ curve plotted as a dashed red line. Here we can see how all of
the models have limited ability to discriminate between classes but
that the Stacked Model with ROI mask performs best. The other
four models show very limited improvement over the ’no skill’ line.

There are many reasons why this might be the case, discussed
in Section 6.

5.3 GRDDC Test Set

On the GRDDC test set, the best model was the Baseline ResNet-34
with ROI mask (Table 4). This model achieved an F1-Score of 0.59
and an accuracy of 74.3%. Both of the Baseline ResNet-34 models
performed significantly better than the Stacked Network, which had
very limited scores with or without ROI masks. All of the models
had higher recall than precision, suggesting the models might be
slightly over-confident of positive cases.

As expected, on theGRDDC test set the IMSCUltralytics-YOLOv5
model performed very well, with an accuracy of 81.5% and F1-score
of 0.718. This reflects the model’s strengths on annotated data with
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Model ROI Mask Accuracy F1-Score BCE Loss
Fully Convolutional ResNet-34 No 91.7 0.859 0.236
Fully Convolutional ResNet-34 Yes 90.7 0.834 0.294

Table 2: Stacked CNN First Networks - Trained on Image Segments

Model ROI Mask Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score AUC
Baseline ResNet-34 No 38.0 0.339 0.929 0.496 0.553
Baseline ResNet-34 Yes 36.6 0.354 0.914 0.510 0.595

Pre-Trained ResNet-34 No 39.4 0.324 0.914 0.498 0.599
Pre-Trained ResNet-34 Yes 38.0 0.337 0.914 0.492 0.508

Stacked Network No 39.4 0.342 0.900 0.498 0.586
Stacked Network Yes 38.5 0.342 0.943 0.502 0.665

IMSC Ultralytics-YOLOv5 No 42.6 0.329 0.727 0.452
Table 3: Amsterdam Blind Test Set Results

Model ROI Mask Accuracy Precision Recall F1-Score
Baseline ResNet-34 No 73.8 0.534 0.601 0.565
Baseline ResNet-34 Yes 74.3 0.568 0.622 0.594
Stacked Network No 48.6 0.328 0.772 0.460
Stacked Network Yes 61.5 0.382 0.581 0.461

IMSC Ultralytics-YOLOv5 No 81.5 0.632 0.831 0.718
Table 4: GRDDC Test Set Results

less variation in high-level content. The scores listed here are not
directly comparable with GRDDC scores because this is a binary
classification problem rather than multi-class object detection [2].
To evaluate the IMSC model as a binary classifier, the inferred re-
sults are translated so that an image is classified as cracked if a
single crack is detected within the image at a threshold of 0.22
(which the IMSC team give as the optimal threshold).

6 DISCUSSION

On the Amsterdam test set, we saw limited results from all of
the models tested. This partially reflects the difficulty of using
weakly labelled data and potentially the quality of data collected,
but experiments from the GRDDC set suggest limits to the methods
independent from the Amsterdam problem.

6.1 IMSC Ultralytics-YOLOv5

The IMSC Ultralytics-YOLOv5 model [35], winner of the GRDDC
2020 [2], performed poorly on Amsterdam panoramas. This is to be
expected for a number of reasons so is not necessarily a reflection
on the IMSCmodel, but demonstrates the need for fine-tuning when
transferring road damage detection models to other locations.

One reason that this is expected is that the panorama data is
significantly different from GRDDC training data. To use the IMSC
model, we resized panoramas from 2000×4000 to 640×640, resulting
in some distortion. The panoramas also include a much larger visual
field than GRDDC training data, so road damage might be too small

to detect. In general, road surfaces take up amuch higher proportion
of GRDDC images than the Amsterdam panoramas, making directly
transfer difficult.

Another reason is that the 0.22 threshold for detection is opti-
mised for GRDDC data. With road-level detection, this is unlikely to
be the optimal threshold. It was not possible to obtain image-level
probabilities from the IMSC model, so it was not possible to use a
scale invariant metric such as AUC.

These issues aside, however, the results of the IMSC model show
the importance of fine-tuning when transferring computer vision
learning. For example, inspection of outputted bounding boxes
suggests that the IMSC model routinely incorrectly identified car
antennae on the camera-mounted vehicle as road cracks. In Figure
8 we plot heatmaps of outputted bounding boxes for false positive
versus true positive classifications. Here we can clearly see the
cluster of false positive bounding boxes in the narrow band where
antennae frequently appear.

However, without annotated images of Amsterdam, it is not pos-
sible to simply fine-tune the same architecture. Using the same
architecture trained with only road-level labels is also unlikely
to provide satisfactory results, given the fine granularity of road
cracks and the small proportion that road surfaces form in each
panorama. It is for this reason that we pursued solutions which
involved reducing visual "noise" and introducing contextual aware-
ness.
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Figure 8: Heatmap of Bounding Boxes for False (left) vs True

(right) Positive Road Crack Predicted Classifications, Over-

laid on an Example Panorama for Reference

6.2 Stacked Network

In our results, the performance of stacked networks is limited, both
in the Amsterdam and GRDDC test sets (Tables 3 and 4 respectively).
In the Amsterdam test set, stacked models yielded a moderate
improvement in AUC compared with the baseline models, while in
the GRDDC set it resulted in a dramatic fall in F1.

This is likely because the first network (trained on image seg-
ments) is less effective than expected and provides too little infor-
mation to the second network. To some extent, this is intentional.
With weakly labelled data such as the Amsterdam test set, removing
extraneous visual information may work as a means to focusing
the second network only on relevant sections of the image, using
the annotated image segments to bypass over-interpreting poorly
labelled data. However, in the GRDDC set it seems that this re-
moved too much information for the classifier. There are a number
of reasons why this might be the case.

Firstly, the image segment network is based on randomly cropped
GRDDC images (see Figure 3). It may be that the image segment
model scores (F1 = 0.86 for whole image segments, F1 = 0.83 for ROI
image segments) are artificially inflated by the fact that the training
set includes non-road surface segments alongside undamaged and
damaged road surface segments. If the image segment model can
discriminate between road surface and non-road surface, it would
be able to achieve high scores without effectively assessing road
surface for damage.

Indeed, in the architecture proposed by Bejnordi et al. [37], the
image segment network is trained with segments labelled both
according to high-level classes (i.e. whether the cells are from a
tumour or, in our case, whether the segment features a road) as
well as subordinate classes (i.e. whether the tumour is malignant,
or whether the road is cracked). If the image segment model passed
a dense prediction map consisting of three classes (cracked road,
non-cracked road, non-road) it might perform better than simple
probability of road cracks.

Another potential drawback of our approach is that the image
segments model is trained on segments for which the size is arbi-
trarily selected (200× 200 within the 600× 600 whole images). This
may not be the most effective segment size, and as Bejnordi et al.
[37] themselves point out, it may be preferable to have a learned

size. This is particularly difficult to discern when applying the con-
volutional patch learned from one dataset to another with different
dimensions.

6.3 Region-of-Interest Masks

In both the Amsterdam and GRDDC data, ROI masks tended to
yield a small improvement in model performance. This is as we
expected, with evidence of ROI mask effectiveness from many do-
mains [39, 40, 49, 50]. The ROI mask can remove extraneous visual
features which might affect classification. In our case, it also pro-
vides new information explicitly on the structure of the road, but
also implicitly on the quality of the image.

One potential drawback of our approach is the total removal of
non-road surface pixels. This means we are relying entirely on the
quality of the segmentation model, which is not always assured, as
well as removing potential contextual information which may help
explain the presence or absence of road cracks.

As Eppel [39] argues, there may be merit in highlighting rather
isolating the relevant pixels so that contextual information is not
lost. They show how in some cases adding rather than multiplying
the binary ROI mask, so that relevant pixels appear more visually
striking, may allow the model to treat the ROI mask as a recommen-
dation without losing contextual features. In future, we could also
experiment with including the ROI mask either as an additional
channel or applying it in a higher layer.

6.4 Road-Level Aggregation

Another challenge, which is reflected in the divergent scores be-
tween Amsterdam and GRDDC data, is road-level aggregation due
to weak labels and sequence inputs in the Amsterdam data. Our
approach was to propagate road-level classes onto all images for
that road, but this poses some obvious problems. It may be that the
model is effective at learning features of roads which are likely to
be damaged, without learning anything about the cracks which are
present in a minority of positively labelled images.

One approach to tackle this would be some form of candidate
selection for training or evaluation. In some ways, the Amsterdam
data is comparable to video data, in that it includes individual
frames taken at intervals travelling along a road. Given the sparsity
of image data on some roads, it has not been possible to utilise
a video-like approach, but given information about heading and
geo-location is available, it is theoretically possible to combine
panoramas into a road-level video.

If this were the case, we could draw from approaches such as that
taken by Prest et al. [8], which focus on candidate selection within
weakly labelled videos. Prest et al. [8] identify spatio-temporal
tubes which are then used as the input for a classifier. Similarly,
Karpathy et al. [9] use a multi-resolution, spatio-temporal approach
by having foveated streams of information from input frames. With
these methods, road damage could be located and assessed across
multiple frames. However, it is likely that these approaches would
require a much more extensive dataset than ours from Amsterdam,
which has only 2,117 inspections as ground truth.

Candidate selection would also sidestep the problem of voting
rules. Given our results, we still consider the MAX voting method
the most appropriate as it mirrors manual inspections. However,
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its main drawback is that it can be arbitrary because it is not cal-
ibrated to the ground truth. A learned voting method might be
able to improve the calibration of image-level predictions as well
as comparability with the ground truth [46].

6.5 Semi-Supervised Techniques

Given the limits of learning using weak supervision, another ap-
proach could be to introduce some forms of supervision without
the need for a fully annotated training set. For example, Chun and
Ryu [51] train a segmentation model to segment road damage from
6,756 manually annotated images before applying this model to
a much larger dataset of unlabelled images to produce a 68,567
images with pseudo-labels.

In our case, a similar approach could be to use the classifiers
we have trained to re-label a certain number of images which may
be mislabelled by weak supervision. For cracked roads with many
images (see Appendix A), it is likely the cracks do not appear in
every image. A new training set could be created by re-labelling
images under a certain threshold as having no cracks.

Another approach would be introducing a human-in-the-loop
[52, 53]. In our case, a system could be developed to allow a domain
expert to contribute to labelling as the network is trained, for ex-
ample being fed the images that the model is most confident about
for manual inspection and re-labelling. This would greatly reduce
amount of manual annotations required while introducing expert
interactivity.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Returning to our research question, "Can context-aware stacked

neural networks effectively classifyweakly labelled images?",
we have provided mixed evidence for the use of stacked networks.
We employed an experimental approach, applying a variety of
techniques to both annotated GRDDC data and weakly labelled
panoramas from Amsterdam. The results varied widely across the
two sets, showing the importance of altering hyper-parameters for
different domains.

On the Amsterdam test set, the most effective model was the
stacked network with ROI masks. This shows the potential for the
technique for problems involving weakly labelled data. However,
the test set results were weak and were not reflected in the GRDDC
set, suggesting limited effectiveness in general. As set out in our
discussion, this does not discount the use of stacked networks
in future. The use of techniques such as learned segment sizes,
improved image segment models and multi-class prediction maps
may improve the effectiveness of stacked networks.

We also found more conclusive evidence to support the use of
ROI masks. Four of the five models which used ROI masks outper-
formed their respective counterparts. With continually improving
panoptic and semantic segmentation models, ROI masks can pro-
vide a way of reducing visual noise and improving classification
models.

Our results also show the importance of annotated data. In our
case, the models struggled to learn from images labelled at the
road-level. With high levels of variation within the panoramas,
image-level or more granular annotations would be very helpful.
This could potentially be achieved with reduced workload by using

human-in-the-loop techniques, combining expert manual recom-
mendations with machine learning.

Altogether, this research shows the possibilities for refining and
improving stacked networks for fine-grained image classification.
Whether in road damage detection or related fields, these methods
have the potential to make a significant contribution to image
recognition and wider society.
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A IMAGES PER INSPECTION

Distribution of Images per Inspection

B AMSTERDAM ROAD SECTIONS

Amsterdam road sections covered by inspection data, overlaid on
satellite images from Google Maps [44]

C CLASS DISTRIBUTION

Distribution of Cracks by Train, Validation and Test Sets
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